The p53 gene family: control of cell proliferation and developmental programs.
For a quarter of a century the gene p53 has attracted close attention of scientists who deal with problems of carcinogenesis and maintenance of genetic stability. Multicellular organisms on our planet owe their rich evolution in many respects to the ability of this gene to protect cells from oncogenic transformation and harmful changes in DNA. A relatively recent discovery of structural p53 homologs, the genes p63 and p73, which seem to have more ancient roots, has roused keen interest in their function. Do they carry out oncosuppressor functions in partnership with p53 or do they possess their own specific functions? This review analyzes data on p53, p63, and p73 functional activity at the levels of the molecule, cell, and whole organism with the accent on examination of specific p63/p73 targets indicating a unique role of these genes in control of developmental processes.